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"The kind of energy that Daphna brings in the room is unmatched. We just loved every moment."  
DR ASHWRIA GUPTA, CF ACC 

It’s tough to know how to navigate your way through these challenging times. A question that’s top of
mind for leaders right now is: How do I lead in this fast-paced, uncertain, time of global crisis and
beyond? Working with Daphna helps you get to those answers and execute a strategy for business
success.

Daphna Horowitz is a sought-after CEO Coach, MCC, and trusted advisor, working with clients around
the globe, to create the extraordinary and build future leaders in their business. Working as an actuary
at Director level in a large consulting firm, she learned the importance of developing a leadership
mindset that takes you from being an expert top-performer to extraordinary leader.
She has a keen understanding of what it takes to lead a business and teams in a complex, ever-
changing environment and provides a practical approach to leadership. 

Author of Courage to Lead (2014), & Weekly Habits for Extraordinary Leaders (2020), both considered
to be essential reading for leaders and aspiring leaders .

When she’s not helping leaders master their mindset and elevate their business, you’ll find her in her
favourite places - hosting her podcast, Leadership Live, writing articles for various publications and
raising three kids with her loving husband. 
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How to Master 3 Types of Leadership Habits Extraordinary CEOs Possess
From Expert to Leader - how to break through Myths and lead change 
Leadership habits to find your zone of genius and avoid your blindspots
3 Habits Stacks to close the Leadership Gap
How to build leadership habits to banish imposter syndrome become a
confident, inspiring leader with a top-performing team

Visit www.daphnahorowitz.com for leadership resources and tips on how to become an extraordinary leader

"Why not consider leadership, a habit?" Daphna Horowitz

"Everyone left with the tools every successful leader needs to resolve conflicts, tension and maintain -
and possibly even improve - relationships - both professional and personal." 

LESLIE GROSSMAN - FACULTY DIRECTOR, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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